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ABSTRACT

Context. The use of instruments that record narrowband images at selected wavelengths is a common approach in solar observations.
They allow scanning of a spectral line by sampling the Stokes profiles with two-dimensional images at each line position, but require a
compromise between spectral resolution and temporal cadence. The interpretation and inversion of spectropolarimetric data generally
neglect changes in the solar atmosphere during the scanning of line profiles.
Aims. We evaluate the impact of the time-dependent acquisition of various wavelengths on the inversion of spectropolarimetric pro-
files from chromospheric lines during umbral flashes.
Methods. Numerical simulations of nonlinear wave propagation in a sunspot model were performed with the code MANCHA. Syn-
thetic Stokes parameters in the Ca II 8542 Å line in NLTE were computed for an umbral flash event using the code NICOLE. Artificial
profiles with the same wavelength coverage and temporal cadence from reported observations were constructed and inverted. The
inferred atmospheric stratifications were compared with the original simulated models.
Results. The inferred atmospheres provide a reasonable characterization of the thermodynamic properties of the atmosphere during
most of the phases of the umbral flash. The Stokes profiles present apparent wavelength shifts and other spurious deformations at the
early stages of the flash, when the shock wave reaches the formation height of the Ca II 8542 Å line. These features are misinterpreted
by the inversion code, which can return unrealistic atmospheric models from a good fit of the Stokes profiles. The misguided results
include flashed atmospheres with strong downflows, even though the simulation exhibits upflows during the umbral flash, and large
variations in the magnetic field strength.
Conclusions. Our analyses validate the inversion of Stokes profiles acquired by sequentially scanning certain selected wavelengths of
a line profile, even in the case of rapidly changing chromospheric events such as umbral flashes. However, the inversion results are
unreliable during a short period at the development phase of the flash.
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1. Introduction

Spectropolarimetry is the most powerful method for inferring
the thermodynamic and magnetic properties of the solar atmo-
sphere. Two different approaches are used for data acquisi-
tion: two-dimensional (2D) instruments, such as Fabry-Pérot
and Michelson interferometers, and slit spectropolarimeters.
Each of these approaches has advantages and drawbacks. Two-
dimensional instruments allow the measurement of a 2D field
of view in narrowband images across the profile of the spec-
tral line of interest (e.g., Tritschler et al. 2002; Cavallini 2006;
Puschmann et al. 2006; Scharmer et al. 2008; Schou et al.
2012). The 2D images at each wavelength are obtained succes-
sively at different times and, thus, the observer needs to look
for a compromise between the spectral sampling (the number
of wavelength positions scanned) and the temporal cadence of
the observations. On the contrary, slit spectropolarimeters (e.g.,
Tsuneta et al. 2008; Collados et al. 2012; De Pontieu et al. 2014)
provide spectra with much better spectral resolution and with
all the wavelengths obtained simultaneously. However, only a
1D slice of the field of view is acquired at any given time.

This means that observing a 2D region of the solar surface
requires the construction of a raster map by shifting the slit in
small increments perpendicular to its direction. In this case, the
retrieved 2D map does not correspond to a single moment, but
its measurement spans during a certain temporal range.

In the case of 2D instruments, the measured line profiles are
composed by the signals acquired sequentially in various wave-
lengths. Since the solar atmosphere is a time-varying medium,
the retrieved profiles do not characterize the atmosphere at a
certain time, but they represent a mixture of the spectra gener-
ated over a temporal period instead. However, the interpretation
and inversion of spectropolarimetric data generally neglect this
effect. For slow evolving processes, whose characteristic time
is much longer than the scanning time, this is a reasonable
assumption. For highly dynamic phenomena, such as flares
(Guglielmino et al. 2016; Kleint 2017) or umbral flashes (UFs;
de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. 2013; Henriques et al. 2017), it
can potentially lead to a misinterpretation of the polarimetric
profiles.

The aim of this work is to evaluate the signatures of rapid
changes of the solar atmosphere on the spectropolarimetric line
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profiles acquired by 2D instruments. We have chosen to focus
on UFs. They were first detected by Beckers & Tallant (1969)
as sudden brightenings in Ca II H and K lines in the umbra
of sunspots. These authors proposed that umbral flashes were
produced by magneto-acoustic wave propagation, and this sug-
gestion was confirmed by Havnes (1970), who found that the
flash in Ca II lines takes place during the compressional stage
of a magneto-acoustic wave, which produces an increase in
the temperature and the number density of Ca II atoms. This
way, UFs are one of the many manifestations of wave prop-
agation in sunspots (see Khomenko & Collados 2015, for a
review). The umbral chromosphere is dominated by oscillations
with frequency around 5–6 mHz. These waves come directly
from the photosphere propagating along field lines. Their ampli-
tudes increase with height faster than those of evanescent waves
(frequency below ∼4 mHz) and steepen into shocks at the
chromosphere (Centeno et al. 2006; Felipe et al. 2010b). Slow
mode waves propagating from the photosphere to higher atmo-
spheric layers along the inclined field lines of the penumbra
generate a visual pattern of radially outward chromospheric
waves known as running penumbral waves (Bloomfield et al.
2007; Madsen et al. 2015). Recently, the detection of the pho-
tospheric counterpart of the running penumbral waves has been
reported (Löhner-Böttcher & Bello González 2015; Zhao et al.
2015).

Socas-Navarro et al. (2000a,b) performed the first polari-
metric observations of UFs. They found anomalous Stokes V
profiles, which were interpreted as the contribution of two unre-
solved atmospheres. Each pixel is partially occupied with a
component at rest or with a small downflow and the rest is
filled with a shock wave, including a strong upflow velocity
and producing line core emission reversal. The unresolved struc-
ture was inferred by another independent observation (Centeno
et al. 2005) and then directly observed in Hinode imaging obser-
vations (Socas-Navarro et al. 2009). Recent observations (e.g.,
de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. 2013) have started to resolve the
two components. de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. (2013) reported
non-local thermodynamical equilibrium (NLTE) inversions of
high-resolution spectropolarimetric Ca II 8542 Å observations
of UFs. They inferred umbral temperature enhancements of
up to 1000 K in the flashed atmosphere and penumbral mag-
netic field oscillations with peak-to-peak amplitude around
200 G associated with the running penumbral waves. Recently,
Henriques et al. (2017) have inverted a large set of UFs and
found two different families of solutions: some observed flashed
profiles were characterized by models with upflows, in agree-
ment with Socas-Navarro et al. (2000a,b) and de la Cruz
Rodríguez et al. (2013); while others were better reproduced
by atmospheres with strong downflows, close to the sound
speed.

Using NLTE hydrodynamic simulations, Bard & Carlsson
(2010) were able to reproduce the intensity profiles in Ca II H
of the flashed atmosphere as the result of acoustic waves, gen-
erated by a photospheric piston that step into shock in the
chromosphere. Felipe et al. (2014) performed a synthesis of spec-
tropolarimetric profiles of the Ca II infrared triplet produced
by UFs in observationally driven numerical simulations (Felipe
et al. 2011). In this work, we followed the approach from Felipe
et al. (2014), but we performed the spectropolarimetric synthesis
taking into account the time difference in the data acquisition by
2D instruments. The paper is organized as follows: the numeri-
cal methods, including the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) code
and the synthesis and inversion code, are described in Sect. 2,

Fig. 1. Spectropolarimetric synthesis of the Ca II 8542 Å line at several
time steps. Top panel: temporal evolution of the vertical velocity (solid
line, left axis) and temperature perturbation (dashed line, right axis)
at constant geometrical height z = 750 km. Remaining panels: Stokes I
(left panels) and Stokes V (right panels) synthesized at a fixed time step.
The time is indicated at the top left side of the Stokes I figures and by
the vertical dotted line in the top panel.

the results are presented in Sect. 3, and the conclusions are
summarized in Sect. 4.

2. Numerical methods

We simulated nonlinear wave propagation from the photosphere
to higher atmospheric layers in a sunspot using the code
MANCHA (Khomenko & Collados 2006; Felipe et al. 2010a).
Waves are driven below the solar surface as perturbations to a
magnetohydrostatic (MHS) background model. They develop
into shocks when reaching the chromosphere. The simulation
provides a reasonable characterization of the solar atmosphere
during UF events. Its details can be found in the Appendix A.
In the following, we focus on the analysis of a single, time
dependent atmosphere, which corresponds to a single column of
the MHD simulation.

The four Stokes profiles for the Ca II 8542 line produced by
the model at an umbral position (at 0.8 Mm from the sunspot
center, where a UF is produced after approximately 5 min
of simulation) have been synthesized (and inverted) using the
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Fig. 2. Response functions of the intensity of the Ca II 8542 Å line to
the LOS velocity at 8541.94 Å for the umbral atmosphere at rest (solid
line) and VAL-C model (dashed line).

NLTE code NICOLE (Socas-Navarro et al. 2015). The NICOLE
code assumes complete angle and frequency redistribution and a
plane-parallel atmosphere for each pixel. In the presence of mag-
netic fields, the code computes the polarization induced by the
Zeeman splitting. The Ca II atom model used includes five bound
levels and a continuum (de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. 2012). The
line broadening due to collisions was estimated following the
formalism of Anstee & O’Mara (1995). de la Cruz Rodríguez
et al. (2012) validated the NLTE capabilities of NICOLE using
MHD numerical simulations up to the chromosphere. The core
of the synthesized Ca II 8542 line is narrower than that measured
from observational data because of the lack of small scale ran-
dom motions in the simulation. More realistic synthetic profiles
were obtained by including an artificial microturbulent velocity
in the synthesis, similar to de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. (2012).
A microturbulence of 3 km s−1 was found sufficient for pro-
ducing Ca II 8542 intensity profiles with a FWHM comparable
to those reported from observations (e.g., de la Cruz Rodríguez
et al. 2013; Henriques et al. 2017).

In the inversion mode, the stratification of the atmospheric
physical variables is inferred through an iterative process in
which an initial guess atmosphere is modified until a good
match (defined as an absolute minimum in the merit function
χ2) between the observed (synthesized in our case) profiles and
those produced by the resultant atmosphere is found. We used
the FAL-C model (Fontenla et al. 1993) as the initial atmosphere
and employed two cycles for the computation of the inversion.
The first cycle generates an approximate solution from the use of
a small amount of nodes per atmospheric quantity. This solution
is then refined through a new inversion with a higher number
of nodes during the second cycle. In both cases, the nodes are
uniformly spaced in log τ. The distribution of nodes is detailed
in Table 1. Various weights were assigned to each of the Stokes
parameters. The weight of Stokes V was 70% of that from Stokes
I, whereas Stokes Q and U have a weight of 50%. Although
Stokes Q and U signals are very weak, we included these signals
in the inversion to constrain the solutions generated by NICOLE
to profiles with low amplitude in linear polarization. All the
inversions were repeated 50 times with randomized initializa-
tions and the solution with lowest χ2 was selected. This method
reduces the chances that the algorithm settles into a local min-
imum in χ2. We repeated this process (i.e., selecting the best
inversion from 50 cases with different initializations) five times
to estimate the uncertainties of the method. The atmospheric
stratification is taken as the case with lowest χ2 (over 250 cases),
while the error is estimated as the standard deviation over the
five independent realizations of 50 inversions.

Table 1. Summary of the nodes used for the inversion.

Physical variable Nodes first cycle Nodes second cycle

Temperature 4 8
LOS velocity 2 5

Bz 1 2
Bx 0 1
By 0 1

Microturbulence 0 1

3. Results

In this work, we focus on the analysis of a single UF event from
the simulations. As a first step, the synthesis was performed for
all the wavelengths at the same time, producing the instanta-
neous profiles (Sect. 3.1). Then, we show the synthesized Stokes
profiles taking into account temporal limitations of 2D instru-
ments with various configurations (Sect. 3.2). We refer to those
as scanned profiles.

3.1. Synthetic instantaneous observations

3.1.1. Stokes profiles

Figure 1 illustrates the Stokes I and V profiles of the Ca II 8542 Å
line at four time steps during the development of an UF. The top
panel shows the temporal evolution of the vertical velocity and
the temperature perturbation (T1(z, t) = T (z, t) − T0(z), where T0
is the temperature stratification of the background atmosphere)
at a fixed geometrical height corresponding to the maximum of
the response function of the Ca II line to the line-of-sight (LOS)
velocity (see Fig. 2). The vertical velocity shows a peak-to-peak
amplitude around 6 km s−1 with the characteristic saw-tooth pro-
file of shock propagation (e.g., Centeno et al. 2006). At the same
geometrical height, the magnetic field shows small amplitude
oscillations with peak-to-peak amplitudes below 2.8 G.

The chosen time steps for the bottom panels sample the
sudden change in the vertical velocity produced by the pass of
the shock wave. The Stokes profiles undergo profound changes,
including the appearance of the blueshifted emission core that
characterize UFs (t = 521 s, panel f), and a polarity reversal in
Stokes V (panel g). These changes take place during a short time
period. The evolution from a quiescent profile to a flashed pro-
file occurs in less than 14 s. This temporal window is below
the usual time employed by 2D instruments to complete the
spectropolarimetric scan of a single spectral line.

3.1.2. Inversions

The spectral sampling of the synthesis illustrated in Fig. 1 is
5 mÅ. Since our aim is to evaluate the spectropolarimetric
profiles in observing-like conditions, we assumed a Gaussian
spectral filter transmission. The profiles were convolved with a
Gaussian with FWHM of 100 mÅ. Since the main features of
the unfiltered profiles are still visible in the degraded cases, we
estimate that the influence of the spectral filter of the results of
our analysis is minor. In the forthcoming analyses, only some
selected wavelengths are retained in the profiles to mimic the
spectral positions acquired in standard observations taken by
2D instruments. We chose to reproduce the wavelength cover-
age from de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. (2013). The Ca II 8542 Å
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Fig. 3. Top two rows: synthesized instantaneous (solid lines with crosses at the line positions considered) and inverted (dashed lines) Stokes I and
V profiles at four time steps (columns) during the development of an UF. Bottom three rows: comparison of the temperature, LOS velocity, and
magnetic field strength between the actual atmosphere (solid lines) and the inferred stratifications (dashed lines). The inferred atmospheres are
plotted for the inversion with lowest χ2 (thick dashed lines), and the uncertainties are indicated by thin dashed lines. Vertical dotted lines serve as
references for some of the optical depths discussed in the text.

line was sampled between ∆λ = −300 mÅ and ∆λ = 300 mÅ
in steps of 75 mÅ, where ∆λ is defined as the wavelength
difference with the core of the line, in addition to points at
∆λ = ±400,±860,+3100 mÅ. This setup provides an accurate
sampling of the core of the line (with longer integration time)
and a coarser sampling at the wings, allowing an efficient and
fast acquisition of the full line profile. Using CRisp Imaging
SpectroPolarimeter (CRISP; Scharmer et al. 2008), a complete
spectropolarimetric scan takes approximately 16 s (de la Cruz
Rodríguez et al. 2013).

The four Stokes profiles with the observational wavelength
coverage were inverted with NICOLE for all the stages of an
UF. The top panels of Fig. 3 show the synthetic Stokes I and
V profiles during the development of the UF (at the same time
steps illustrated in Fig. 1) after applying the Gaussian spectral

filter transmission at the chosen wavelengths. The thick dashed
lines in the bottom panels of Fig. 3 show the atmospheric strat-
ification retrieved from the best inversion of the instantaneous
Stokes profiles, while the thin dashed lines denote the spread
in the solutions defined by the standard deviation of five inver-
sions with low χ2. The inferred atmospheric stratification is able
to produce an accurate characterization of the spectral features
shown by the instantaneous profiles, including the reversal of
the intensity core, the associated polarity change in Stokes V ,
and the complex profiles that take place during this transition.
The inferred atmospheric stratification shows a good agreement
with the actual values (extracted directly from the simulation).
Their comparison reveals the following insights:

Temperature. The temperature of the model shows an
approximately constant value around 4000 K with a sudden
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increase at the transition region. The location of the transition
region is shifted progressively to lower heights as the shock wave
generating the UF reaches the higher layers, from log τ = −5.2
at t1 = 507 to log τ = −4.7 at t4 = 528 (see vertical dotted lines).
This displacement is captured by the inversions. Two different
kinds of solutions are found for the temperature. Some of these
inversions show a fast increase with height preceded by a dip
with lower temperature than that from the actual model, while
other solutions exhibit a temperature stratification in quantitative
agreement with the simulation between the deep photospheric
layers and approximately log τ = −4.0 followed by a smooth
temperature enhancement. This mismatch is not a failure of
the inversion process. A perturbation in the atmosphere in a
region shorter than the photon mean free path would produce no
changes to the radiation. This physical property of the radiative
transfer limits the capability of inversion to determine variations
over a thin layer.

Line-of-sight velocity. Similar to the inferred temperature,
the velocity obtained from the inversion does not capture the sud-
den changes of the simulation. The inversions correctly repro-
duce the sign of the velocity from the model at around log τ =
−5.0 and provide a reasonable estimation of the amplitude. At
t4 = 528, the inverted velocity stratification shows a remarkable
quantitative agreement in the amplitude of the upflow velocity,
but the height of the velocity maximum is shifted to deeper
layers. Interestingly, at log τ = −5.5 the inversion apparently
reproduces the positive velocity of the model, although at that
height the line is barely sensitive to the velocity (Fig. 2). Since
the inferred atmosphere is characterized by a set of equidistant
nodes, it is possible that the velocity results at the high atmo-
sphere (above log τ = −5.5) are caused by a extrapolation of
the lower heights. In order to verify this issue, we performed
an independent experiment. The synthesis of the simulation at
that time step was calculated again, but eliminating the atmo-
sphere above log τ = −5.2. Thus, the atmosphere generating the
synthetic Stokes profiles in this case has no positive velocity at
higher layers. The inversion of these new profiles was computed
following the same procedures described above, and the inferred
stratification is very similar to that obtained previously. This way,
we confirmed that the positive velocity inferred at the high layers
is an artifact of the inversion due to extrapolation from slightly
lower layers.

Magnetic field. The inversion provides reasonably good esti-
mates of the chromospheric vertical magnetic field from the
simulation except for the case at t2 = 514 s, which departs several
hundred Gauss.

3.2. Synthetic scanned observations

We constructed synthetic Stokes profiles for which each of the
wavelengths is obtained at a different time step, in the same
fashion that 2D instruments operate. We refer to these pro-
files as scanned profiles. We chose to emulate the observational
set up from de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. (2013). The wave-
length coverage is the same described in Sect. 3.1. The output
of the numerical simulation was saved every 0.7 s. In this first
approach, we assumed that the line profile is scanned from the
blue side to the red side of the line. The Stokes profiles of the
most blue wavelength (∆λ = −400 mÅ) were populated with
the synthesis obtained from a single time step and for the fol-
lowing wavelengths we successively assigned the synthesis of
the next time steps. At the wings (for spectral positions ∆λ =

±400,±800,+3100 mÅ) the time interval between consecutive
line positions was 0.7 s, while at the core of the line (between

Fig. 4. Spectropolarimetric synthesis of the Ca II 8542 Å line impos-
ing the time dependent acquisition of wavelengths in 2D instruments
at several time ranges. Top panel: temporal evolution of the vertical
velocity (solid line, left axis) and temperature perturbation (dashed line,
right axis) at constant geometrical height z = 750 km. Remaining pan-
els: Stokes I (left panels) and Stokes V (right panels) synthesized at the
first time step from the range indicated at the top left part of the Stokes I
panel (thin solid line), at the last step of the range (thin dotted line), and
as measured by 2D instruments (thick solid line). The time range of the
acquisition of each profile is indicated by the gray shaded areas in the
top panel.

∆λ = ±300 mÅ) the time interval was 1.4 s. These intervals
account for the effective integration time (in the observations
from de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. 2013, it was 210 ms at the wings
and 900 ms at the core) and the time required by the instrument
for mechanical reasons, which we estimate as 0.5 s. We neglected
the variation of the atmosphere during the integration time
of each wavelength. The complete spectropolarimetric scan is
obtained in 16.1 s, which is in agreement with the observational
configuration from de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. (2013).

3.2.1. Stokes profiles

Figure 4 shows the Stokes I and V profiles obtained following
this approach at four time intervals during the development of
the same UF described above. The first case (∆t1) clearly illus-
trates the striking effect of the time-dependent acquisition of
various wavelengths on the resultant profiles. At the beginning
of the first scan (t = 507 s, thin line from panel b), the core of
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 3 but for synthetic Stokes profiles with wavelengths acquired at different time steps as obtained from 2D instruments (scanned
profiles). The scanning imitates that of de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. (2013). The three bottom rows show density maps of all the atmospheres taking
place at that position during the temporal span of the scanning (indicated at the top of the columns).

the line is in absorption and shifted toward the red, according to
the positive velocity (downflow, see top panel of Fig. 4) of the
wave front. When the shock reaches the chromosphere, the core
emission starts to arise. As the scanning of the line profile moves
toward the red, the intensity increases owing to the development
of the core reversal. As a result, the intensity profile still appears
in absorption, but it is shifted toward the blue. That is, an atmo-
sphere with a downward velocity produces an apparently blue
shifted profile. This effect is an artifact of the scanning strat-
egy. During the time interval ∆t1, the scanned Stokes V shows
several low amplitude lobes that are similar to the instantaneous
Stokes V signal synthesized at the middle of the time interval
∆t1 (around t = 514 s, see the thin line from panel e). However,
the instantaneous intensity profile at t = 514 s (thin line from
panel d) shows clear differences with that of the scanned Stokes I
profile acquired during ∆t1. Even though scanned Stokes V
can be similar to some instantaneous profiles, the former can
potentially be misinterpreted since their corresponding Stokes I
are remarkably different.

The scanned Stokes I profile obtained during ∆t2 (panel d)
shows a developing UF. Interestingly, the reversed core is sig-
nificantly redshifted owing to the same effect discussed in the
previous paragraph. The instantaneous syntheses indicate that
the center of the reversed core is slightly redshifted during a
short time at the early stages of the flash. During the rest of the
phenomena, it is clearly shifted toward the blue. Because of the
progressive increase of the emission with time, and the scan-
ning approach from blue to red, the red part of the core exhibits
higher intensity during the development of the UF, leading to
a spurious redshift in the location of the core peak. The oppo-
site situation takes place at the stage when the core emission is
decreasing (scanned profiles in the time intervals ∆t3 and ∆t4)
and the reversal is blueshifted. However, since at that phase the
atmospheric changes are more gradual, the effects of the time-
dependent scanning on the profiles are moderate; these gradual
changes contrast with the simulation time between t = 500 s and
t = 550 s, when the shock front reaches the formation height of
the Ca II 8542 Å line (see Fig. 4a). For simulation times prior
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to the arrival of the wavefront to the formation height of the
Ca II 8542 Å line (before t ∼ 510 s), the differences between the
scanned and instantaneous Stokes profiles are negligible.

3.2.2. Inversions

The inversion of the scanned Stokes profiles was performed fol-
lowing the same strategy described in Sect. 2. Figure 5 illustrates
the results of those inversions, including a comparison between
the scanned Stokes I and V profiles and those obtained from
the inversion with lowest χ2 (top two rows) and a comparison
between the model atmospheric stratification (temperature, LOS
velocity, and vertical magnetic field) and those inferred from the
inversions (bottom three rows). The stratification of the simula-
tion is represented by density plots of all the atmospheric models
taking place during the time interval used for the construction of
the scanned Stokes profiles (over 16.1 s of simulation). In this
temporal period the magnetic field hardly changes, but the tem-
perature and LOS velocity show striking variations. The quality
of the inversions depends on the phase of the UF:

Prior to the UF. The inversion of the scanned Stokes profiles
obtained in the time interval ∆t = 497 − 513 s (first column)
provides a good inference of the actual atmosphere from the
simulation. The temperature stratification captures the increase
at the transition region and shows a small dip at lower heights,
whereas the inferred LOS velocity is slightly positive; this agrees
with most of the atmospheres at the maximum of the response
function to velocity (log τ = −5.0). We note that during this time
interval the effects of the time-depending scanning are barely
visible.

During the development of the UF. The scanned Stokes pro-
files constructed during ∆t = 507–523 s (second column) exhibit
a spuriously blueshifted intensity profile. From an accurate fit
of the intensity, the inversion code retrieves a relatively strong
upflow (∼−1.5 km s−1 at log τ = −5.0) that is not present in any
of the atmospheric models that generate the line profiles. The
quality of the fit of Stokes V is lower. Since this set of Stokes
profiles is constructed from merging those produced by different
atmospheres, the inversion code cannot find a single atmosphere
that reproduces all the features of the profiles. The inferred ver-
tical magnetic field clearly departs from the actual atmosphere.
At the beginning of the flashed phase (∆t = 518–534 s, third
column), the peak of the emission core is located at ∆λ = 0
due to the spurious redshift introduced by the scanning pro-
cess. Although the corresponding atmospheric models exhibit
upflows with amplitudes as high as−2 km s−1, the inversion code
retrieves a strong downflow. This result is not due to the positive
velocity that the actual atmospheric models show at higher lay-
ers (above log τ = −5.2), since the Ca II 8542 line is not sensitive
to those heights. It is an artifact produced by the deformation of
the Stokes profiles due to the sequential acquisition of various
wavelengths.

Fully developed UF. The fourth column from Fig. 5 shows a
good fit of the Stokes profiles. In this phase, the time-dependent
acquisition of the profiles only produces quantitative changes
in the inferred atmosphere, but the stratification qualitatively
reproduces the actual models. The previously discussed spuri-
ous redshift of the emission peak during this stage may explain
the lower velocity amplitude obtained from the inversion as
compared with that from the simulation.

The analysis of the inversion results was repeated for a
new set of scanned Stokes profiles. These profiles were con-
structed using a different acquisition strategy. We selected the
same wavelength coverage, but the order of the scanning was

changed. Instead of sampling the line profile from the blue to
the red, in this case we started from the center of the line
∆λ = 0 and then the wavelengths at the red and blue side were
alternatively included. That is, the acquisition order is ∆λ =
0,+75,−75,+150,−150,+225,−225,+300,−300,+400,−400,
+860,−860,+3100 mÅ. The same scanning time was assumed
with an interval of 1.4 s at the core and 0.7 s at the wings. This
approach can potentially provide two advantages: the signals
from wavelengths with similar response functions are obtained
close in time and the artificial wavelength shifts due to the
sequential scanning of various wavelengths are minimized. One
disadvantage is that the jumps in wavelength when scanning the
wings are larger, and the etalons of Fabry-Pérot interferome-
ters require more time to stabilize. Generally, this method needs
longer time cadences. The scanned profiles constructed follow-
ing this scheme and the results of their inversions are illustrated
in Fig. 6.

The inversion of the first and last time intervals shown in
Fig. 6 provides similar results to those obtained from the previ-
ous acquisition strategy (Fig. 5). In contrast, the profiles retrieved
from the early phases of the UF lead to significant differences in
the inferred atmospheres. The inversion of the scanned profiles
in the interval ∆t = 507–523 s shows a small downflow (around
0.5 km s−1 at log τ = −5). Two causes explain the difference
between this result and that obtained from the other acquisition
strategy (second column from Fig. 5). First, although the time
interval used for the construction of the profile is the same, in this
case the wavelengths of the core were gathered at the beginning
of the interval when the upflow of the shock wave had not arrived
to the formation height of the line. The velocity at the chromo-
sphere corresponds approximately to t = 507 s. This situation
differs from the case shown in the second column from Fig. 5,
when the core was scanned around t = 515 s. At that time, some
atmospheric layers already exhibit negative velocity, as shown in
the density plot of the simulated models. Second, the scanning
method of Fig. 6 does not produce the spurious blueshift in the
position of the line minimum and, thus, the inversion does not
yield an unrealistic upflow.

When the core reversal is taking place, the scanned profiles
(obtained by first scanning the core) exhibit a complex shape
(third column from Fig. 6). At this phase, the core emission
increases with time. Since the wavelength position ∆λ = 0 is first
measured, the surrounding wavelengths show a higher intensity
than the central position and the emission peak consists of two
maximums separated by a minimum at ∆λ = 0 (top panel of third
column from Fig. 6). The inversion code is not able to reproduce
this feature, and it also generates a poor fitting of the Stokes V .
This is not a failure of the inversion method. There is simply no
single atmospheric stratification that can account for the spuri-
ous features of the profiles. The inferred temperature and LOS
velocity show a reasonable agreement with the actual models
from the simulation, whereas the vertical magnetic field strongly
departs from them. However, because of the low quality of the
fits, any result obtained from the inversion of these profiles must
be interpreted with care.

3.3. Comparison of the inferred atmospheres

Figure 7 illustrates a comparison between the chromospheric val-
ues of temperature, velocity, and magnetic field inferred from
the inversions and those from the simulation. As previously dis-
cussed, the inversion results are not sensible to a discrete height.
In order to perform a meaningful comparison, the values shown
for the temperature and vertical magnetic field represent an
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5, but for a different acquisition strategy. The data covers the same wavelength positions from Figs. 3 and 5 but the scanning
starts from the core of the line and measures wavelengths at the red and blue side of the line successively. The temporal span of each scanning is
indicated at the top of the columns.

average over optical depths between log τ = −4.6 and log τ =
−5.1. The velocity from the simulation was averaged between
log τ = −4.6 and log τ = −4.9, while the inverted velocities cor-
respond to the mean between log τ = −4.0 and log τ = −4.4. For
the velocity results we chose a lower height since, as previously
shown, our inversions recover a good estimation of the veloc-
ity amplitude but shifted toward lower layers, probably because
of the number and location of velocity nodes. Each point is
obtained as the average of five time steps to minimize spurious
fluctuations. For the inversions of scanned profiles, the horizon-
tal axis indicates the scanning time of the wavelength position
∆λ = 0.

The temperature inferred from all the inversions shows
a good agreement with the actual time variation from the
simulation. The inversions capture the sudden temperature
enhancement followed by a gentle decrease. The main differ-
ences between the three inversions are found during the time
range when the temperature rises. The timing of the temperature

increase retrieved from the instantaneous profiles (dotted line)
is more faithful to that exhibited by the simulation (thick solid
line) than those obtained from the scanned profiles (dashed and
dash-dotted lines).

In the case of the velocity, as the UF develops the chro-
mospheric velocity changes progressively from a downflow to
a strong upflow. Between t = 505 s and t = 530 s, the pro-
files scanned from blue to red (dashed line) significantly depart
from the original value due to the wavelength shifts discussed
in Sect. 3.2. As the depth of the line core decreases the position
of the intensity minimum is blueshifted and, thus, the inferred
velocity is more negative (dashed line at t = 510 s), whereas
when the core is reversed its peak is redshifted and the esti-
mated velocity is more positive (dashed line at t = 520 s). Some
departures between the inferred velocity and the simulation are
also found at the maximum velocity of the upflow.

The UFs are produced by slow waves propagating along field
lines in a region dominated by magnetic field. The behavior of
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Fig. 7. Temporal evolution of the temperature (top panel), LOS veloc-
ity (middle panel), and vertical magnetic field (bottom panel) at the
chromosphere. Each panel illustrates the variable from the simulation
(thick solid line), and the values inferred from the inversion of instan-
taneous profiles (dotted line), scanned profiles acquired from blue to
red (dashed line), and scanned profiles acquired starting at the core
(dash-dotted line).

these waves is similar to acoustic waves and, at fixed geometrical
height, they barely produce changes in the magnetic field. Dur-
ing the analyzed UF event, the vertical magnetic field variation
at z = 750 km is below 1.5 G. However, owing to the strong
changes in the opacity associated with the shock propagation
and the consequent variation in the formation height of the line,
the magnetic field at constant optical depth exhibits fluctuations
slightly below 100 G (thick solid line in the bottom panel of
Fig. 7). None of the inverted atmospheres capture the changes
in the magnetic field. The inversion of the instantaneous profiles
shows an unphysical ∼300 G reduction of the field strength dur-
ing the development of the UF. The inferred field is minimum at
around t = 515 s. This spurious variation in the magnetic field
is enhanced in the scanned profiles. For the profiles that were
acquired starting at the core, the inversion returns a magnetic
field decrease of almost 1400 G. As shown in the third column
of Fig. 6, during this time the fitting of the profiles is fairly poor
and the inferred atmospheric model is unreliable.

Between t = 530 s and t = 580 s, the inversion of the instan-
taneous profiles (dotted line) shows a reasonable agreement with
the values from the simulation. With regards to the scanned
profiles, some mismatches are evident during this period.

4. Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, we present the analysis of artificial Ca II 8542 Å
spectropolarimetric data generated from numerical simulations
of nonlinear wave propagation in a sunspot umbra. The synthesis
naturally produces UFs, which are characterized by emission in
the line core and polarity changes in Stokes V . After degrading
the spectral resolution and reducing the wavelength coverage to
that employed in actual observations (de la Cruz Rodríguez et al.
2013), two kinds of synthetic spectropolarimetric data have been

inverted with the NLTE code NICOLE: instantaneous profiles,
for which all the wavelengths were obtained at a single time step;
and scanned profiles, which are constructed with time-dependent
acquisition of various wavelengths, simulating the scanning of
2D instruments.

The analysis of the instantaneous profiles prove that the
inversion code can reasonably infer the atmospheric stratifica-
tion of the simulated UF (Fig. 3), except for the magnetic field
at the early stages of the UF. The velocity and temperature are
recovered showing a good agreement with the chromospheric
values of the simulation, although the inversion code approxi-
mates the abrupt changes associated with the shock with steep
gradients. The main limitation is that the radiative transfer is
sensitive to a range of physical heights, resulting in a blurring
out of the structure in the vertical direction. Some information
could be retrieved if one has a sufficiently high spectral reso-
lution and/or many spectral lines with different but overlapping
formation heights in the region of interest. However, one has an
effective vertical resolution given by the information content of
the observations. In our work, the inferred temperature cannot
reproduce the sharp increase that the simulated model exhibits at
the transition region. Instead, two different solutions are found.
In some cases, the temperature enhancement is smoothed and the
inferred atmospheres show a progressive temperature increase
starting at around log τ = −4. In other cases, the profiles are fit
with a sudden temperature increase located above a dip with a
reduced temperature value.

The inversion of the scanned profiles shows similarly good
results for the data acquired after the UF is fully developed and
also for the profiles obtained prior to the UF. However, during
the early stages of UFs, a visual inspection of the scanned pro-
files reveals features produced by the short characteristic time of
the changes in the Stokes profiles as compared with the tempo-
ral cadence of the data acquisition. The main discrepancies are
found during the period when the temporal derivatives of the
temperature and velocity are strong. In the simulated case, this
stage encompasses a time range of approximately 30 s just before
the flashed emission peak reaches its maximum value. Since
UFs are related to wave phenomena with a period around 180 s,
this result indicates that around 15% of the profiles in flashing
regions may be affected by this issue. During this time, scanned
Stokes V can exhibit a profile similar to those synthesized at
a single time step, but associated with a remarkably different
intensity profile. This mismatch complicates the interpretation of
spectropolarimetric spectra acquired by 2D instruments during
dynamic events.

At the first stages of an UF, the intensity of the core of the line
increases until producing a full reversal followed by the appear-
ance of a prominent intensity peak. Since the Stokes signals at
each wavelength are gathered at different times, the resulting
scanned line profiles do not reproduce those generated by a sin-
gle atmospheric model. When the scanning is performed from
blue to red wavelengths (Fig. 4), the scanned Stokes I profiles
exhibit some deformations, such as a blueshift in the intensity
minimum prior to the UF or a redshift in the emission peak dur-
ing the development of the flash. These features are captured
by the inversion code, which recovers an atmospheric stratifi-
cation that departs from the original atmosphere. One of the
most prominent manifestations of this fact is illustrated in the
third column in Fig. 5. In this case, the code recovers a strong
downflow from the inversion of an UF, even though the actual
velocity of the model mainly exhibits an upflow for the optical
depths where the Ca II 8542 Å line is sensitive to the velocity.
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Interestingly, a strongly downflowing chromosphere in UFs has
recently been claimed for the first time (Henriques et al. 2017).
The authors have proposed that these chromospheric downflows
(if real) may be related to the presence of coronal loops and the
associated downflows above the umbra reported by many pre-
vious works (e.g., Dere 1982; Vissers & Rouppe van der Voort
2012; Kleint et al. 2014; Chitta et al. 2016). Our results show
an alternative explanation for the detection of downflowing UFs.
They can be retrieved as an artifact of the data gathering process.
However, some differences between our modeling and Henriques
et al. (2017) observations must be noticed. Firstly, the emis-
sion peak of the spurious downflowing UFs obtained from the
scanned Stokes I profiles (scanning from blue to red) is located
at the center of the line or slightly redshifted, whereas Henriques
et al. (2017) have obtained chromospheric downflows from the
inversion of some flash profiles with blueshifted emission core.
Secondly, the time dependence of the wavelength acquisition is
not directly comparable. Each analyzed scan from Henriques
et al. (2017) data has been obtained from the reconstruction of
two observed scans using MOMFBD. The total acquisition time
is 28 s, which is significantly longer than the 16.1 s cadence used
in this work. Our analysis cannot discard the real nature of the
downflowing UFs, but points out that some artifacts produced
by the data gathering process of 2D instruments can lead to a
misinterpretation of the observations.

Finally, it is also noted that the magnetic field recovered from
the inversion of the Stokes profiles can significantly depart from
the actual atmospheric values during the development of UFs
(when the shock wave reaches the formation height of the Ca II

8542 Å), producing spurious magnetic field variations of several
hundred Gauss in the inferred field strength. This issue is even
more critical for the scanned profiles.
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Appendix A: MHD simulations

Numerical simulations of wave propagation from the photo-
sphere to higher atmospheric layers in a sunspot were performed
using the code MANCHA (Khomenko & Collados 2006; Felipe
et al. 2010a). The code solves the nonlinear equations for per-
turbations, which are obtained after explicitly removing the
equilibrium state from the equations. Periodic boundary con-
ditions were imposed in the horizontal directions and perfect
matched layers (Berenger 1996) were used in the top and bottom
boundaries to damp waves with minimum reflection.

Waves are driven by adding spatially localized sources of ver-
tical force in the equations. Their temporal variation is described
in Parchevsky et al. (2008) and generates a photospheric power
spectra that reproduces that of the Sun (Parchevsky et al. 2008;
Felipe et al. 2016). The sources were located 0.2 Mm below the
photosphere. These sources generate a (nonlinear) perturbation
to a MHS background model. The sunspot model was con-
structed according to Przybylski et al. (2015). It is based on the
method by Khomenko & Collados (2008), but it was modified to
provide an accurate characterization of line formation regions,
allowing detailed spectropolarimetric synthesis. Semiempirical
models are required at the axis of the sunspot and at the quiet
Sun region as boundary conditions for the construction of the
MHS sunspot. At the quiet Sun, a convectively stable (follow-
ing Parchevsky & Kosovichev 2007) Standard Solar Model S
(Christensen-Dalsgaard et al. 1996) was imposed in the deep lay-
ers, and it was smoothly joined with VAL-C model (Vernazza
et al. 1981). For the inner boundary atmosphere (axis of the
sunspot), a modified version of Avrett (1981) umbral model was

employed. The synthesis of the Ca II 8542 Å line in the Avrett
model shows a line core emission reversal, which is not observed
in a quiescent umbral atmosphere (e.g., de la Cruz Rodríguez
et al. 2013). In order to obtain an accurate characterization of the
expected line profile for the umbra at rest, the transition region
was shifted 200 km higher when compared to the original Avrett
model. The constructed MHS sunspot has a Wilson depression
of 450 km and an umbral photospheric magnetic field strength of
2300 G. The adiabatic index is obtained from the OPAL equation
of state (Rogers et al. 1996).

In this work, for simplicity we use a 2.5D approximation.
All the vectors are considered in the three spatial directions, but
the derivatives are only calculated in the vertical and one hori-
zontal direction. This way, the perturbations are restricted to the
X − Z plane. The computational domain has an horizontal extent
of 140 Mm with a resolution of ∆x = 0.2 Mm. The axis of the
sunspot is located at the center position. The vertical direction
spans from z = −4.65 Mm to z = 2 Mm, and the height z = 0 is
defined at the layer at which the optical depth at 5000 Å (τ) is
unity in the quiet Sun. The code uses a grid with variable step
size in the vertical direction based on the quiet-Sun sound speed.
The acoustic travel time between adjacent vertical cells is the
same, except for the higher layers above the temperature mini-
mum (sound speed minimum), where the finest resolution (that
of the temperature minimum) is forced. This way, a better sam-
pling of the solar atmosphere is achieved, which enables a proper
characterization of the shock waves. A maximum vertical step of
∆z = 44 km is used at the lower boundary, while in the photo-
sphere and higher atmospheric regions ∆z = 15 km. The size of
the numerical grid is 700 × 288.
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